1. **Page 1:**

   **1.1.2 Standards:**

   Last sentence, replace: “Reconnaissance (1:20 000) Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory” with “Reconnaissance (1:20 000) Fish and Fish Habitat Inventory: Quality Assurance Procedures”

2. **Page 4:**

   **4.4 Data Compilation:**

   First paragraph, replace: “Enter all site and fish data collected into a new FDIS (Version 7.6 or most current version) database.”

   with

   “If previously unsampled reaches are sampled then enter all project reach information, site data and fish data into the original project FDIS database, which is to be obtained from the Ministry of Environment. The Ministry will provide a version of the database that has been loaded into the provincial Land and Resource Data Warehouse (LRDW), to use for data entry. If the original project FDIS has not been loaded into the LRDW the Ministry will make alternative arrangements with the proponent for data entry. It will be important for the Proponent to advise the Ministry early in the project of the specific original FDIS file(s) that will be required. If only previously sampled reaches are being sampled, project site and fish data can be submitted in a new FDIS (Version 7.6 or most current version).”

3. **Page 8:**

   **5.1 Deliverables:**

   In the bullet list add:

   - Interim map for “Stage 1 QA: Pre-Field Planning” purposes. Provide a hard copy Interim map showing the original Reconnaissance inventory Interpretive map annotated with updated information and proposed sample sites. If plot files for original map are not available contact the Ministry.
   
   - List of references (bibliography) and contacts from existing data review made available for Stage 1 QA (and to be included in Attachment I of the Follow-up Sampling report)
   
   - New information pertaining to the project that is not found in FISS or the Land and Resource Data Warehouse (LRDW) made available for Stage 1 QA (and to be included in Attachment I of the Follow-up Sampling report)
   
   - Hard copy of reach table for previously unsampled reaches planned for follow-up sampling
4. Page 8:  **5.1 Deliverables:**

Replace:

- Sample Site List and Rationale (to be included in Attachment I of the Follow-up Sampling report)
  with
- Sample Site List and Rationale made available for Stage 1 (and to be included in Attachment I of the Follow-up Sampling report)

5. Page 8:  **5.1 Deliverables:**

Replace:

- Digital Copies of FDIS database (Version 7.6 or most current version)
  with
- Digital copies of FDIS. Original FDIS (supplied by Ministry) updated with new reach, site, and fish information if project includes previously unsampled reaches. New FDIS (Version 7.6 or most current version) if the project includes only previously sampled reaches with new fish and site information.